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RATIONALE

Roleystone Community College recognises that technology can enhance teaching and learning and is
committed to ensuring that all students leave our school at the end of Year 10 with the skills and
knowledge needed in the workforce in the 21st Century.

BYOD Programs provide a constructive way for students to be creators, rather than just
consumers, of information. From this year, Roleystone Community College has been
providing a learning environment conducive to the inclusion of technology in Secondary
classes, with one-to-one devices for Year 7 students.



WHAT WE WANT FROM BYOD:

To reinforce the General Capabilities as per Western Australian Curriculum:

• Applying Social and ethical protocols and practices with ICT – personal security, intellectual property, and society

•Managing ICT – Understanding how ICT works and the systems in place around it

• Investigating with ICT – Locate, generate, and access data

• Creating with ICT – Generate ideas and solutions to problems

• Communicating with ICT – Collaborate, share, and exchange

The above links to the "4C's", which we believe are the 21st Century Skills required by all students and workers.



NOTE: Where “device” is mentioned, mobile phones and iPads are not appropriate or acceptable “devices”:
• Mobile phones are not allowed to be accessed during school time as per Department of Education Policy.
• iPads do not have the functionality required for Secondary school use and expectations.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE & 

WHAT IT WILL LOOK LIKE:



SHARED PRACTICE AND RESPONSIBILITY

Students will:

• follow the RCC Acceptable Use Policy

• follow the college Mobile Electronic Devices Policy

• bring their fully charged device to school every day and be responsible for its safety and security

• keep the device in a protective cover (sleeve) in their school bag and only use it under the teacher’s

direction - no device usage before school, recess or lunch

• be on task at all times and show their screen when requested by the teacher

• have the device lid half closed when the teacher is instructing or talking

• follow any other specific Learning Area requirements



Parents will:

• provide and maintain a device for student use at school

• encourage regular checking of device battery and data backup

• remind students to take device to school each day fully charged

• support safe and ethical use of ICT at home

• encourage use of electronic diary, calendar, emails, Connect etc

• ensure devices have a protective cover (sleeve)

• ensure students are using OneDrive for file storage and sharing

• read and respond to school communication regarding Third Party Service Providers eg notification and

consent to use school related software and applications

SHARED PRACTICE AND RESPONSIBILITY



Teachers will:

• determine when devices can be used in their lessons

• ensure all computer use has an educational basis

• monitor student device use (circulate the room/teach from the back)

• use effective teaching strategies to integrate ICT into lessons

• incorporate strategies to promote safe, responsible and ethical use of ICT in learning

• model and promote use of device for diary, calendar, emails…

SHARED PRACTICE AND RESPONSIBILITY



DEVICE EXPECTATIONS:

Flexibility
• Typing
• Writing (stylus/pen)
• Recording (camera / audio)
• Pointing device (mouse / touchpad)

Durability
• A protective case or cover that will protect the device 

whilst it is in a school bag
• Whichever device you buy must be durable / rugged 

(see suggested / recommended devices)

Compatibility
• Web browsing (Connect / research)
• Standard Software (Microsoft 365 / PDF Reader)
• Specialist Software (Subject Specific)
• Hardware interfaces (connected devices via USB / 

HDMI etc)

Endurance
• A battery that lasts all day (and the life of your 

extended warranty or care plan)







Writing in Education

Research shows…



What we learned in 2022:

• Not all devices are created equally.

• Students need devices with the minimum specs as detailed on the next slide:
o Students without styluses struggled to complete activities in class.
o Students who lacked devices with adequate battery longevity became frustrated:

 When devices don’t work as they should, students become disorganised by having work in different places.
o Games: students download a lot of games which effected battery life and performance. 

• Software:
o Excessive software drains battery life.
o Antivirus software is a must for added security.
o Monitoring software (Google Family) that require parent permissions every time the student needs to access a web browser hinders productivity at school. We recommend 

that you use monitoring or restrictive software through modems and routers at home, rather than access restrictions.

• Setup accounts:
o Always use the students’ Department Email/access in order to set up the devices as “work and school devices”.
o This minimises Wifi and account access (forgotten passwords or usernames) issues, and allows for troubleshooting at the school level without having to call home consistently.



MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS:



SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:



PURCHASE OPTIONS:

Option 1: Winthrop Partnership

The college has partnered with Winthrop Australia, with whom we have a longstanding business relationship, to provide a
supported model and supply of devices. There are entry level, mid-range and top-range offerings outlined through the Winthrop
Australia portal - details to be released via Connect when they are finalised.

Advantages of this option:
• These units are deemed suitable for purpose in our college setting
• Option of 3 Year on-site warranty and service (Included warranties cover manufacturers faults only)
• Robust, durable devices fit for purpose
• Drop-off and pick-up from school for initial delivery, warranty and service
• Interest-free payment options available

Disadvantages of this option:
• Lack of choice or preferred brand
• Potentially higher upfront cost

16GB RAM option of i5 ExpertBook for $1350



PURCHASE OPTIONS:

Option Two: Choice of Vendor

Parents and students have the option to choose where they would like to purchase their devices, as long as they meet the

minimum requirements specified by the school.

However, itmust be stressed from the onset that if parents choose this option, they are opting to resolve issues on their

own as our teachers are not technology experts. We can only offer support in ensuring that Wi-Fi is enabled; online

account access; and providing a list of software for installation

Advantages of this option:
• Greater choice in terms of model and specifications

• Potentially lower upfront costs

Disadvantages of this option:
• No support from the school if things do not work

• Need to purchase, load and configure own software

• Warranty claims and issues are your own responsibility

Be aware, there is an Asus ExpertBook

Flip 11.6" that has 4GB RAM unlike the 

Winthrop Australia offering that comes 

with 8GB (which is the minimum 

requirement).



Thank you.


